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2.
Attach the sticker to the spot with the pieces of masking tape. To
ensure the desired stance (especially for longer text) you should
ply plenty of tape pieces to hold the product still during following
steps.

3.
After finishing layout, remove some of masking tape pieces from
one end of the product. Open the sticker between the background
paper and the see through transfer tape. At this point of the text
should stay on the transfer tape. Next, cut off a piece of
background paper (about 20% of the total length, but not
absolutely more than 40cm).

4.
Press the transfer tape (that contains the text) with semi soft
paddle/trowel. As you move your instrument along the transfer
tape, let the characters to stick to the surface. To avoid undesired
bubbles and wrinkles, don’t let the tape/letters to touch the
surface without pressure applied to them!

- INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION FOR CUTED TEXT -

Carefully place the sticker on the desired spot. Always take the
measurements to the edge of the text; the background paper
might have crooked cut!

Remove the rest of the masking tape pieces. Now you are ready to
fix rest of the sticker text.

7.
Open the sticker as at the stage 3. Again, the text should stay on
the transfer tape. Repeat the stage 4 with this now exposed piece
of the sticker.

8.
Now the decal along its transfer tape is attached to the surface. As
a finishing touch apply some pre-sure to the letters with your
fingers/paddle etc. This should ensure better grip for the product.

9.
Remove the transfer tape by pulling it gently so that there is a steep
angle between the surface and the tape. Be careful not to let any
letters or pieces of them to be left stick to the tape! Along this
process you can also remove the possible frame from around the
text. The frame can also be removed later.
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Now a part of transfer tape/text is attached to the surface.

Now the sticker text has been successfully applied to the target
surface. To ensure the best grip possible, do a little check and
press especially the sharp edges of the letters with your fingers.

If sticker text is metal pvc material, avoid steep angle with it
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